REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP)
for the Consultancy & Technical Services of
Pakistan Remote Sensing Satellite (PRSS-1)

1. **Pakistan Space & Upper Atmosphere Research Commission (SUPARCO)** intends to procure the Consultancy & Technical Services for **Pakistan Remote Sensing Satellite (PRSS-1)**, which is a high-resolution electro-optical remote sensing low-earth orbit (LEO) satellite. The satellite will be controlled and operated by Pakistan’s National Space Agency, namely Pakistan Space and Upper Atmosphere Research Commission (SUPARCO).

2. Proposals are invited from reputed worldwide companies, firms, and consultants through their authorized local representative here in Pakistan for the Consultancy & Technical Services strictly in accordance with our requirements, as stipulated in the RFP.

3. Detailed RFP can be provided to the desirous companies, firms, consultants or their agents through email after depositing an amount of Rs. 5,000/- (Non Refundable) as a tender document fee in our MCB online account No. 0000307021002430 Br. Code# 1411 original receipt of submission of tender fee along with the request letter, clearly mentioning the valid company/firm’s email address, for the purchase of RFP, must be sent through courier on the following address.

   **Director (Logistics)**
   **SUPARCO HQs,**
   **SUPARCO Road**
   **P.O. Box 8402, Karachi-75270. Pakistan**
   **Tel.: + 92 – 21 – 34694927 / 34690864**
   **Fax: + 92 – 21 – 34690940**
   **E-mail: dh.proc@suparco.gov.pk**

4. Sealed proposal(s) as per procedure stipulated in RFP must be submitted/delivered at the address given above on or before **Friday, the 15th January 2016 by 1100 hrs (PST)**. The Proposals shall be opened on the **same day at 1130 hrs (PST)**.

   Sd/-
   Director Logistics